
A CRUEL ANGELS THESIS ENGLISH VERSION LYRICS

AmaLee's English cover of â€œCruel Angel's Thesisâ€•, the opening theme from Neon Genesis Evangelion! read
moreÂ». Play This Song. K. 1.

The lyrics to the chorus are not in Japanese, nor in any other recognizable language. But it's summoning you
with a touch like a sigh; You seek it without knowing why. It's the first kanji in "ouse" encounter, tryst and has
more of a connotation of meeting by fate or being brought together by fate, not just meeting. But someday I
think you'll find out that what's on your back are wings that are for heading for the far-off future. Know
yourself. A cruel angel's thesis Will someday fly high from the window If memories are betrayed by The
overflowing, burning pathos emotions. Tu se. When ADV "translated" this song, they decided to change the
words so that the English "translation" could be sung to the beat of the original song this is commonly called
dubtitling. But someday you will notice On those shoulders of your There are strong wings To guide you to
the far future. Young boy, shine like a legend, Holding the sky in your arms. Zankoku na tenshi no teeze
Madobe kara yagate tobitatsu. The moonlight shines on your thin neckline. But with morning's approach
comes an echoing cry; It tells you to wave your dreams goodbye. Young boy, become the legend! I may not
ever ascend to the heavens, But I know my love will still last! These wings on your back are just waiting to
guide you; The future will soon set you free! Tu es. Even though clear blue winds Beat on the door of my
heart, You just smile, looking straight at me Too involved in yearning for Something to hold on The innocent
eyes still know nothing of fate yet. A cruel angel's thesis Will someday fly high from the window If memories
are betrayed by The overflowing, burning pathos emotions. A cruel angel's thesis Will someday fly high from
the window If memories are betrayed by The overflowing, burning pathos feelings. Are trying to open the
door of your heart. It's the first kanji in "ouse" encounter, tryst and has more of a connotation of meeting by
fate or being brought together by fate, not just meeting. Report a problem. Young boy, who shines brighter
than anyone else, Rise to become a legend. But in the process of changing the "translation" to fit the beat of
the song, they had to take rather big liberties with it, until their "translation" was no longer correct. You are.
Embracing this sky [universe] and shining, young boy, become the legend! Notes and references Edit [1]
During the instrumental break in the middle of the song, a chorus can be heard.


